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Abstract—Aggregation of data values plays an important role on distributed computations, in particular, over peer-to-peer and sensor

networks, as it can provide a summary of some global system property and direct the actions of self-adaptive distributed algorithms.

Examples include using estimates of the network size to dimension distributed hash tables or estimates of the average system load to

direct load balancing. Distributed aggregation using nonidempotent functions, like sums, is not trivial as it is not easy to prevent a given

value from being accounted for multiple times; this is especially the case if no centralized algorithms or global identifiers can be used.

This paper introduces Extrema Propagation, a probabilistic technique for distributed estimation of the sum of positive real numbers.

The technique relies on the exchange of duplicate insensitive messages and can be applied in flood and/or epidemic settings, where

multipath routing occurs; it is tolerant of message loss; it is fast, as the number of message exchange steps can be made just slightly

above the theoretical minimum; and it is fully distributed, with no single point of failure and the result produced at every node.

Index Terms—Aggregation, network size estimation, distributed sums, probabilistic estimation, self-configuration.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

AGGREGATION is recognized as an important building
block for distributed applications in peer-to-peer, ad-

hoc, and sensor network infrastructures [1], [2], [3]. Aggre-
gating data values can provide a summary of some global
system property and play an important role in directing the
actions of self-adaptive distributed algorithms. Examples can
be found in the use of estimates of the network size to direct
the dimensioning of distributed hash table structures [4],
when setting a quorum for voting algorithms [5], when
estimates of the average system load are needed to direct local
load-balancing decisions, or when an estimate of the total
disk space in the network is required in a P2P sharing system.

Distributed computation of aggregation functions in a
network is not trivial. Unlike aggregation in a tree [6], [7],
where each value is guaranteed to contribute only once, in a
graph it is not easy to prevent a given value from being
accounted for multiple times; this is especially the case if no
centralized algorithms or global identifiers can be used.
Thus, calculating general nonidempotent functions (e.g.,
COUNT, SUM, AVG) is problematic and we are restricted to
idempotent functions that are duplicate insensitive (e.g.,
MIN, MAX) [8]. Aggregation functions, that can be made
duplicate insensitive, have the advantage of being usable
under multipath routing.

This paper presents Extrema Propagation, a technique for
distributed estimation of the sum of positive real numbers. It

is a probabilistic technique, based on the statistics of
extremes, that exchanges duplicate insensitive messages
and, thus, can be applied in flood and/or epidemic settings,
where multipath routing occurs. It can also be easily
adapted to tolerate message loss. The paper expands on
our earlier results in [9] and shows a comprehensive
presentation of the technique that complements the theore-
tical analysis of the statistical estimator with important
practical concerns: message size reduction by controlling the
binary encoding of reals; termination detection (i.e., know-
ing that the estimation has converged); handling of message
loss and variable link latency in asynchronous settings.

Extrema Propagation has some important properties: the
precision is controlled by message size, independently of
network size; it is fast: the number of message exchange steps
can be made just slightly above the theoretical minimum; it is
fully distributed, with no single point of failure, and the
result is produced at every node. As a special important case
(and for presentation purposes), we show how this technique
can be applied to network size estimation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the basic algorithm for network size
estimation. Section 3 introduces and proves the correctness
of a maximum likelihood estimator that can be used for both
counting and summing of a distributed set of positive values.
In Section 4, we describe a compact bit encoding of the real
values that fits the requirements of the estimator. Section 5
deals with termination detection in different network
topologies. In Section 6, we sketch how the algorithm can
be adapted for an asynchronous setting with message loss.
Finally, we contrast in more detail our results with the
related work, in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.

2 NETWORK SIZE ESTIMATION

In order to simplify the description, we concentrate on a
specific counting problem: How many nodes are present in a
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given network? Moreover, we aim for a distributed assess-
ment of such estimate and to have it available at every node
after a short number of message exchange steps.

Our assumptions are: 1) each node can communicate with
a set of neighbor nodes; 2) each node has access to a random
number generator. We also make use of some assumptions
that, although not necessary for this class of algorithms,
simplify the presentation and analysis: a) messages are not
lost or corrupted; b) the network is static and represented by
a connected graph; c) connections are bidirectional (the
graph is undirected). Message loss is later addressed in
Section 6.

The estimation of network size in all nodes takes at least
D (the network diameter) rounds, to allow each node at
distance D from some others to become aware of them.

One trivial approach would be the use of one unique
identifier per node (an additional assumption) and a
protocol that collects the set of all identifiers, aggregating
by set union. Such a protocol would provide an estimate in
D steps, but creates messages that are linear with the
network size.

Our technique avoids both the need for unique
identifiers and message sizes which depend on network
size [10]. It is based on idempotent operations on numbers,
more specifically the minimum function, and the use of
statistical inference.

2.1 Synopsis of the Estimation Technique

The insight to our approach is the following: if we generate
a random real number in each node using a known
probability distribution (e.g., Gaussian or exponential),
and aggregate across all nodes using the minimum
function, the resulting value has a new distribution which
depends on the number of nodes.

The basic idea is then to generate a vector of random
numbers at each node, aggregate each component across
the network using the pointwise minimum, and then use
the resulting vector as a sample from which to infer the
number of nodes (by a maximum likelihood estimator).

We will show that if a vector of K numbers is generated
per node, it is possible to provide an estimate bN of the
network size N with a standard deviation of N=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K � 2
p

.
This means that the relative accuracy can be chosen
independently of the network size, and is determined by K.

If we want to enforce a maximum relative error r ¼
j bN �Nj=N with a confidence of 95 percent we need to make
K ¼ 2þ ð1:96

r Þ
2. For example, for an error r ¼ 10%, one

needs to make K ¼ 387.
The focus of our technique is not accuracy but speed: we

do not aim for very low errors (e.g., 1 percent would lead to
large messages), but for a fast computation of a useful
approximation that can serve as input to some other
algorithm (in some cases even 10 percent may be more
than enough, only the order of magnitude may be needed).

2.2 Basic Extrema Propagation

The basic algorithm that every node runs is shown in
Algorithm 1. Each node maintains a vector x of K
numbers, initialized using function rExpð1Þ, which returns
a random number with an exponential distribution of rate
parameter 1.

Algorithm 1. Basic Extrema Propagation
const K

var n; x½1::K�
Upon: Init

n neighborsðselfÞ
for all i 2 1::K do x½i�  rExpð1Þ
Send x to every p 2 n

Upon: Receive m1::mj from all p 2 n
for all l 2 1::j do

x pointwiseminðx;mlÞ
end for

Send x to every p 2 n
Upon: Query

return N̂ðxÞ
The algorithm consists of a series of rounds toward

convergence. In each round every node sends a message
containing vector x to its neighbors, collects the correspond-
ing messages from its neighbors, and computes the
pointwise minimum of x and all corresponding vectors
received, updating x with the result.

Each node uses function N̂ðxÞ, which takes as parameter
the vector of K aggregated minimums, and returns an
estimation of the number of participants (network size). In
this first version, we do not deal with termination and
assume that a node can be queried at any time, possibly
before convergence is reached, i.e., before we have collected
the pointwise minimum of every vector in the network.
Termination is addressed below.

One important property of the algorithm is that a node
sends the same message to all its neighbors. This means that
broadcast facilities can be explored if available on the
underlying network protocols. This is relevant, for example
in sensor networks, where broadcast fits naturally and, due to
sharing in the physical medium, a unicast has the same cost as
a broadcast; algorithms that need to send a different message
to each neighbor are at a significant disadvantage.

3 ESTIMATION FUNCTION

We first introduce the maximum likelihood estimator bNF

used to estimate the unknown parameter N . We then
proceed with the theoretical study of its main properties,
namely, bias and variance. The likelihood function is
obtained from the extreme value theory, which is a branch
of statistics dealing with the extreme deviations from the
median of probability distributions. The following results
deal with deviations imposed by the minimum function,
but similar results can be easily derived for the maximum.

Let FminðxÞ ¼ 1� ð1� F ðxÞÞN be the limiting distribu-
tion for the minimum of a large collection X1; . . . ; XN of
random observations from the same arbitrary distribution
F ðxÞ [11].

Proposition 1. Given a vector of K minimums x½1�; . . . ; x½K�,
which are observed values from FminðxÞ distribution, then
the maximum likelihood estimator for the unknown para-
meter N is

bNF ¼ �
KPK

i¼1 logf1� F ðx½i�Þg
: ð1Þ
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Proof. The limiting density for the minimum is fminðxÞ ¼
d
dx FminðxÞ ¼ NfðxÞð1� F ðxÞÞ

N�1, where fðxÞ ¼ d
dx F ðxÞ.

According to the likelihood method, we wish to maximize

the function LðNÞ ¼
QK

i¼1 fminðx½i�Þ, or equivalently, to

m a x i m i z e logLðNÞ, w h e r e logLðNÞ ¼ K logN þPK
i¼1 log fðx½i�Þ þ ðN � 1Þ

PK
i¼1 logf1 � F ðx½i�Þg. From

d
dN logLðNÞ ¼ 0 one concludes that

N ¼ � KPK
i¼1 logf1� F ðx½i�Þg

:

ut

We now concentrate on the special case of using the

exponential distribution for F ðxÞ as it will lead to a simple

estimator. We will also derive an unbiased estimator for this

distribution. (The generic estimator N̂F above is not

necessarily unbiased.) We denote the exponential distribu-

tion with rate 1 by Expð1Þ.
Now, F ðxÞ ¼ 1� e�x, x � 0 and the corresponding

estimator for N becomes

bNExp ¼
KPK
i¼1 x½i�

:

Moreover, FminðxÞ ¼ 1� e�Nx, x � 0, is an exponential

distribution with rate N , denoted by ExpðNÞ.
In order to correct the bias in bNExp there is a need for an

auxiliary lemma, which follows from a straightforward

application of Mathematical Statistics (see, e.g., [12]).

Lemma 1. If X1; . . . ; Xk are independent random variables

(r.v.’s) from distribution ExpðNÞ, then

a.
PK

i¼1 Xi is a r.v. from a gamma distribution with
shape and scale parameters equal to K and N ,
respectively.

b. Furthermore, the next expectation and variance hold

E
1PK

i¼1 Xi

" #
¼ N

K � 1
;

and

Var
1PK

i¼1 Xi

" #
¼ N2

ðK � 1ÞðK � 2Þ �
N2

ðK � 1Þ2
:

Proposition 2. The estimator given by

bN ¼ K � 1

K
bNExp ¼

K � 1PK
i¼1 x½i�

; ð2Þ

is unbiased.

Proof. We need to prove that the expectation E½ bN� is equal

to N . Let Xi be the r.v. related to the observed value x½i�.
First, by Lemma 1, one has

E½ bNExp� ¼ E
KPK
i¼0 Xi

" #
¼ K N

K � 1
;

and

E½ bN� ¼ E
K � 1

K
bNExp

� �
¼ N:

ut

Proposition 3. The variance of bN is given by

V ar½ bN � ¼ N2

K � 2
:

Proof. This proof is again straightforward from the
application of Lemma 1

Var½ bN� ¼ ðK � 1Þ2 Var
1PK

i¼1 Xi

" #
¼ N2

K � 2
:

ut

We now generalize this result so that one can estimate a
sum of positive reals. This new estimator can be applied to a
broad class of aggregations that can be expressed by
operations on sums, e.g., AVG. Here, the variance is
determined by the magnitude of the sum that is to be
estimated.

Proposition 4. For 1 � i � N , let Xi be independent r.v.’s from
distribution Expð�iÞ with �i > 0, and minimumðX1; . . . ;
XNÞ a new r.v. from distribution Expð

PN
i¼1 �iÞ. Given a set of

K minimums x½1�; . . . ; x½K�, which are observed values from
Expð

PN
i¼1 �iÞ, then an unbiased estimator for Sum ¼PN

i¼1 �i is

dSum ¼ K � 1PK
i¼1 x½i�

;

with

V ar½dSum� ¼ Sum2

K � 2
:

Proof. The proof is straightforward from the proofs of
Propositions 2 and 3, renaming N to Sum. tu

4 BINARY ENCODING

In some application contexts, e.g., mobile ad-hoc networks
and sensor networks, message size has an important
practical impact both in speed and energy consumption.

It is intuitive to see that, when aiming for a precision of
only a few percent, storing each value in the vector naively
as a float or double would probably be using a much higher
precision than needed. Therefore, we tried encoding values
with less precision.

After numerically studying several combinations of bit
allocations in a binary mantissa and exponent encoding, we
have concluded that it is appropriate to store only the
exponent. Moreover, looking at values that occur in an
exponential distribution, and the way that they contribute to
the sum in the estimator, a range of only nine binary orders
of magnitude in the exponent contributes to 99.9 percent of
the result.

Table 1 shows the relative cumulative contribution of
values from higher to lower exponents occurring in an
exponential distribution. The exponents shown, from 3 to�5
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would be the ones contributing almost exclusively to the
sum, for N ¼ 1 (1 node network). The distribution of
minimums for an N node network is also exponential, but

with the range of meaningful values scaled by 1=N . For a
given maximumN , we must use a range of exponents that is
9þ log2ðNÞ. This leads to using 5 bits for storing the

exponent, to account for possibly large networks up to about
8 million nodes: 5 bits gives a range of 32 for the exponent;
this means networks up to 232�9 ¼ 223 nodes. (Using 4 bits

would only allow up to 216�9 ¼ 27 ¼ 128 nodes.)
A given real value v in vector x is encoded by the

integer floorðlog2 vÞ, and when reconstructed becomes
v ¼ 2floorðlog2 vÞ. Likewise, the base 2 discretization of vector

x is denoted by x.
Although N̂ðxÞ was proved to be unbiased, the coarser

grain discretization due to encoding introduces a bias in
N̂ðxÞ. This bias can be corrected as it is possible to calculate

a scale factor sðKÞ such that E½N̂ðxÞ� � E½sðKÞN̂ðxÞ�.
Calculation of the base 2 scale parameter sðKÞ was

performed numerically and is depicted in Table 2. This
value shows a slight dependence on K. This is due to a

small change in the shape of the distribution of N̂ for small
values of K, since the r.v. N̂ follows a Gamma distribution
with shape parameter K.

Since K is configured in the protocol one simply needs to
pick the appropriate scale factor for the respective K. In
short, under binary encoding the estimator for N becomes

sðKÞ K � 1PK
i¼1 x½i�

:

We can define a metric that indicates the relative error of
the estimation. The metric is named TRE (Theoretical

Relative Error) and is defined as follows:

TRE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V ar½N̂ �

q
N

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K � 2
p :

This metric indicates how the estimation deviates from N as
a proportion of N .

In order to numerically measure the quality of the
estimator after encoded and scale corrected, we define the
following metric, named ORE (Observed Relative Error)

ORE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPJ

i¼1
N̂i�Nð Þ2
J

r
N

;

where N̂i, for i ¼ 1::J , is a set of observations of the
estimate of a given N . Both metrics are defined in terms of
the MSE (Mean Square Error), since Relative Error can be seen
as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MSE
p

N .
To obtain an average observed relative error over

different network sizes, we use 200 values of N ranging
from N ¼ 1 to N ¼ 220 � 106. Table 3 shows how the values
for TRE and the average ORE compare, for different K 2
f10; 100; 1;000; 10;000g (with J samples for each N). We can
conclude that for practical purposes the observed values
agree with the theoretical ones.

5 TERMINATION DETECTION

Until now, we have not addressed termination. In the basic
algorithm, nodes can be queried at any time, before we have
taken into account the vectors from every node in the
network. If we query it too soon, messages from distant
nodes will not have yet contributed and the estimate will be
a number smaller and unrelated to the network size.

As the algorithm collects vectors from all neighbors, at
each new round the algorithm takes into account vectors
from all nodes one hop further than in the previous round;
i.e., the “visibility radius” increases at each round.

The intuition for the termination is as follows: at each
round, we collect information from some new nodes (all
nodes that entered the expanded visibility radius); as each
of these nodes contributes with K random numbers, the
probability that no new minimum is obtained at any index
in the vector (i.e., that “no news” has arrived) is small;
moreover, the probability that such “absence of news”
occurs T times in a row is close to zero even for a small T
(smaller T for larger K).

The termination of the algorithm is based precisely on
the detection of T (for some configurable T ) consecutive
rounds where no component changed in the vector stored
locally. When that happens the algorithm assumes that all
nodes have contributed and the result can be reported. The
algorithm including termination detection is shown in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2. Extrema Propagation with termination
detection

const K;T

var n; x½1::K�
var oldx½1::K�; nonews; converged

Upon: Init

nonews 0

converged False

n neighborsðselfÞ
for all i 2 1::K do x½i�  rExpð1Þ
Send x to every p 2 n

Upon: Receive m1::mj from all p 2 n
oldx x

for all l 2 1::j do

x pointwiseminðx;mlÞ
end for

if oldx 6¼ x then

nonews 0

else

nonews nonewsþ 1

end if

if nonews � T then

converged True

end if

Send x to every p 2 n
Upon: Query & converged ¼ True

return N̂ðxÞ
In order to determine the appropriate value of T to use for

termination detection, we have simulated runs of the
algorithm for different network settings. Detailed results
are depicted in the supplemental material, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.209. In short,
suitable values for T are a small fraction of the network
diameter, which makes the overhead of termination detec-
tion a small overhead over the optimal number of rounds.

6 ASYNCHRONY AND MESSAGE LOSS

A strong point in our estimation technique is that it is suitable
to address scenarios where message loss and arbitrary delays
can occur. Contrary to techniques such as [2], which cannot
afford to lose messages, in ours the knowledge in each
message is made obsolete by subsequent ones: if a message
fromA toB containing vector x is lost, a subsequent message
will have content y, where y � x (in pointwise order).

This means that our algorithm can be easily modified to
deal with message loss. The algorithms presented send a
message to all neighbors and wait for messages from all
neighbors. This means that a single message loss will
deadlock the entire system. Some simple modifications to
deal with the problem are possible.

. One is the use of a timeout, ONLY-TIMEOUT strategy.
The algorithm would wait for messages from all
neighbors, but if more than some time elapsed, it
would proceed using the messages received so far.

. Another is to wait until a given number of neighbors
have responded. However, this must be comple-
mented with a timeout, since it would still deadlock

if less than those neighbor messages arrived. This
strategy is referred as F-PLUS-TIMEOUT and para-
metrized by the F ratio of neighbor messages that
can be missed and the timeout value.

These strategies can make the algorithm robust to
message loss and slow links. In order to evaluate them
and determine adequate values for the timeout parameter,
we conducted a simulation of the algorithm in an
asynchronous setting and considered both fault free and
20 percent message loss scenarios. The setup and details are
described in the available online supplemental material and
we resume here the main findings.

The F-PLUS-TIMEOUT depicted no significant advantage
over the simpler ONLY-TIMEOUT strategy. This later
strategy was analyzed in detail over the influence of the
chosen timeout value. Short timeout values lead to fast
convergence at the expense of a high level of message
transmissions, while higher timeouts induce slower con-
vergence under message loss. We concluded that, as a rule
of thumb, we will be well served by choosing a timeout
corresponding to the 98 percent percentile of the CDF of the
latency distribution.

7 RELATED WORK

Several distributed algorithms to estimate sums and network
sizes (i.e., count) can be found in the literature. Some require
the use of a specific communication structure, like classic
tree-based and cluster-based aggregation techniques, such as
TAG [13], [14] and I-LEAG [15], [16]. These hierarchy-based
approaches are known to be cheap in terms of message
exchange, being commonly used in WSN (Wireless Sensor
Networks) due to energy efficiency. However, a single point
of failure might greatly impact their accuracy.

Other approaches [17], [18] rely on the existence of a ring,
establishing successor relations among nodes. In [17], a
network size estimation is produced at each node relying
only on the arrival and departure of nodes, without further
communication, simply by incrementing/decrementing
local estimators. However, this scheme provides coarse
estimates, ranging from N=2 to N2. In [18], the network size
is estimated based on the average distance between
consecutive nodes on a ring, executing an averaging process
(Push-Pull Gossiping [2]). This approach makes strong
assumptions on the ring structure, besides it should inherit
the dependability issues of the used push-pull protocol [19].
Here, we are interested in providing an estimate in a robust
way, without assuming the existence of any predefined
routing structure.

Regarding unstructured aggregation approaches, three
main groups of techniques can be identified: sampling,
sketching, and averaging. A study comparing a few
sampling and averaging approaches is found in [20], but
sketching techniques have been left out of it.

7.1 Sampling

These kind of algorithms [21], [22], [23], [24], [25] rely on the
results obtained from some sampling process to probabil-
istically estimate the size of the sampled population,
generally assuming that nodes possess unique identifiers.
These approaches are not accurate, with an approximation
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error that depends on the quality of the collected sample and
the used estimator. Moreover, sampling is commonly slow,
performing random walks and taking several rounds to
collect one sample at a single node. For example: in Sample
and Collide [21], [22] a single step (random walk) takes �dT
(where �d is the average connection degree and T is a timer
value that must be sufficiently large to provide a good
sample quality), and must be repeated until l sample
collisions have been observed; the capture-recapture meth-
od [23] produces an estimate based on the number of
repeated peers in each sample, requiring at least two random
walks at a source node, and being the sampling quality
highly affected by the network properties (e.g., degree).

Two different sampling algorithms, not based on
random walks, are presented in [24] and [25]. Still, both
assume that all nodes have unique IDs, and produce the
estimate at an initiator node. The first, Hops Sampling is a
gossip-based technique to sample receipt times, requiring a
membership list chosen uniformly at random, and the
capability to establish connections between arbitrary nodes.
The second, Interval Density has lighter requirements. In this
case, nodes have randomized IDs mapped into the interval
½0; 1�, which are collected the initiator. The estimate is
produced by determining the number X of IDs that fall in a
given subregion I of ½0; 1�, returning X=I. The weakness is
that it is difficult to set an adequate I since N is not known
and the transmitted data are always a fraction of N . For
both algorithms the achieved relative accuracy was re-
ported to be 5 percent.

7.2 Sketching

The use of idempotent messages for duplicate insensitive
aggregations in WSN was presented on [26], [27], [8], and
[28]. These papers make use of a sketching technique,
referred to as FM sketches, which was developed by Flajolet
and Martin [29] to estimate the number of distinct elements
in a multiset, and further enhanced in [30] and [31].

FM sketches is a discrete technique that builds on the use
of hash functions and bitmaps and that can estimate sums
of positive integers. Our approach is more general, building
on extreme value statistics and operating in the real
domain. Although intrinsically different the two techniques
have important similarities. If K is the number of units
dedicated to the estimation, both estimate with a relative
standard error of roughly Oð1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
K
p
Þ.

When considering the effect of binary encoding, we
observe that in [27], [26], and [28] the authors use the
nonenhanced FM sketches and thus would only be able to
encode in 5 bits a network size up to 25. For practical uses
they would need at least 16 bits per unit. Considering the
enhanced version of FM sketches in [30], one could expect
in 5 bits to be able to count up to 232 while we are limited to
about 223. However, the accuracy of FM sketches for small
counts is very weak.

The COMP algorithm [32], related to the earlier work on
k-mins sketches [33], reaches an estimator bNSF that is
equivalent to a biased version of our exponential estimator
for sums, dSum. Their estimator is biased and does not
converge to N but instead to K

K�1N , thus, it is much less
accurate for small values of K.

The statistics that lead to the estimator in [32] followed a
different path and build on asymptotic properties of
exponential random variables, being tied to this distribu-
tion. In contrast, our results (see Proposition 2) are more
general and apply to an arbitrary continuous distribution
F ðxÞ. In our case, the exponential distribution is one
possible instantiation that has the advantage of leading to
a simple formula in the derived estimator.

When considering the accuracy of bNSF , Mosk-Aoyama
and Shah derive in [32] (where � ¼ 2�) the expression

Prðj bNSF �N j > �NÞ � 2e�
�2K

12 :

In order to compare this envelope with our results, we need
to analyze

PrðjdSum�N j > �NÞ:

We know the variance and the expectation of dSum and that
the asymptotic distribution of maximum likelihood estima-
tors can be approximated by a normal distribution. From
this, we derive

PrðjdSum�Nj > �NÞ ¼ 2ð1� �ð�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K � 2
p

ÞÞ;

where �ðÞ denotes the cumulative normal distribution.
Comparing the two expressions, one can verify that our
error bound is tighter and contained in the looser envelope
depicted for bNSF .

7.3 Averaging

A different trade-off in network size estimation can be
found in averaging techniques [34], [35], [2], [36], [37], [38].
To compute the COUNT function, these approaches start by
setting a value v to 1 at a single node and to 0 in all
remaining nodes. Then, nodes successively average the
values between its neighbors, and all eventually converge
to the network wide average of the initial values. When all
values converge each node has an estimate of N in
N̂ ¼ 1=v. Message state can be very small, since one needs
to encode a small set of reals with high precision (e.g., a
single real in the classic Push-Sum and Push-Pull
approaches, or one for each adjacent node in the case of
Flow Updating). Convergence requires a number of
message exchange steps much larger than the network
diameter, making this kind of approach slower than
Extrema Propagation. However, averaging approaches are
well suited for higher precision estimates.

7.4 Comparison

We compared Extrema Propagation against other represen-
tative algorithms, namely: COMP [32], Push-Vector [34], and
Flow Updating [38]. We choose those algorithms, because
like Extrema Propagation they operate independently from
the network routing structure, and produce a result at all
nodes. In a nutshell, the obtained results show that Extrema
Propagation should be preferred to obtain fast results with a
fair accuracy, outperforming averaging approaches in terms
of speed. Our encoding technique allows a noticeable
increase of precision (for the same message size) over COMP.
The comparison results are discussed in the available online
supplemental material (Comparison).
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8 CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced Extrema Propagation, a new approach
to distributed aggregation, based on the use of the statistical
theory of extreme values. The resulting unbiased estimators
for exponential distributions lead to very simple algorithms
and efficient implementations. Being able to estimate sums
of positive reals, we are more expressive than most
previous approaches: our technique encompasses summing
naturals and counting, constituting an important building
block for the construction of aggregate functions.

The technique is fast: all nodes have correct estimates
after, at most, a number of communication steps equal to
the network diameter, and in this sense we operate at the
theoretical minimum. Termination detection makes the
estimate available after a short additional number of
communication steps. Being fast, this technique is suitable
for dynamic systems, by adding a simple periodic restart
mechanism. The evaluation shows that it outperforms
averaging approaches in terms of speed, and is more
precise than previous sketching approaches.

In the algorithm, a node sends the same message to all its
neighbors. This means that broadcast facilities can be
explored if available on the underlying network protocols.
This is relevant, for example in sensor networks where, due
to sharing in the physical medium, a unicast has the same
cost as a broadcast.

Useful estimates can be obtained using short messages; we
have shown that only 5 bits are needed for each floating-point
number; an estimate with a 4 percent error with 95 percent
confidence can be obtained using K ¼ 2;400, which allows
the vector to fit in a 1,500 bytes MTU.

Finally, Extrema Propagation possesses an assortment of
interesting properties: it is fully distributed with no single
point of failure and with the result produced at every node,
it does not require globally unique identifiers and it is
suitable to tolerate message loss and slow links.
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